MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000

LCD Panel
Display and intuitive smart menu

IRDA
Easy-to-use wireless infra-red port

MEI CASHFLOW™series 7000 uses intelligence to unlock
the cash in your machines and increase your profitability
With the highest coin capacity in the
market and five active tubes the MEI
CASHFLOW™series 7000 virtually
eliminates exact change situations on
even the most demanding sites.
However, by constantly monitoring the
coin flow it can also work to reduce the
cash tied up in tubes where the vend
price or throughput allows a more
efficient level in each tube, even
advising on a more suitable tube
configuration when appropriate.

Sonar technology
Accurately monitors coins filled
manually and the exact value of
coins in the tubes

Acceptance and Security
The MEI CASHFLOW™series 7000
incorporates market leading
discrimination technology to ensure the
highest level of valid coin acceptance

Coin management
Whether you choose to leave the MEI
CASHFLOW™series 7000 in stand
alone mode or customize its
configuration it will constantly work on
your behalf to offer your customers
change whilst minimising the cash tied
up in your machine.

Reliability and Serviceability
The MEI CASHFLOW™series 7000
builds on MEI’s reputation for reliability
and with a fully accessible coin path
and clear diagnostics via a large display
any problems that might arise can be
easily corrected in the field with the
minimum of training.

www.meigroup.com

MEI CASHFLOW™ series 7000
Features and Benefits

Technical Specification
Interfaces
Model No

Machine
Interfaces
Supported

MDB
Peripheral
Interface
Available

CASHFLOW™ 7900

MDB and Exec
or BDV

Yes

CASHFLOW™ 7400
(no display)

MDB or Exec

No

Simplicity - virtually no training
necessary
Easy to use, large intuitive display
Eliminates exact change
Instant Floating - dispenses surplus
coins and identifies replenishment
needed
Highest change capacity

Power Requirements
24VDC (BDV)
24VAC (Executive)
34VDC (MDB)

Five configurable payout
denominations
Water and jam resistant

Accessories
Audit hardwire, Irda or printer options
MDB Peripheral

Highest level reliability

Coin sets
Pound, Euro
For more details refer to our website www.meigroup.com

Constantly monitoring cash in
tubes offering full, real time audit

Support Tools
On product support through key pad and display
Compatible with CASHFLOW™ Programming module

Intuitive diagnostics

Dimensions
H: 371mm W: 138mm D: 80mm

Fully accessible coin path, route
people can clear debris without
tools
Total price flexibility

Why choose MEI?
MEI has focused continuously on the needs of the vending
industry for the last 30 years; this industry has seen innovation,
invention and dedication passed from MEI to the vending world.

20 pre-programmed cassettes

MEI is one of the largest manufacturers of electronic coin
changegivers, bill acceptors, cashless payment systems and
other unattended transaction systems. Over a billion transactions
are made every week in 90 different countries using products
from MEI.
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MEI is an ISO 9001 Certified Company.
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